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The orange line is the thermal efficiency of
the SkyTrough® based on combined optical
efficiency and receiver heat loss
measurements from NREL.
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At average operating temperature (350 ˚C)
of a parabolic trough solar collector used
for utility-scale power generation, efficiency
(η) = 0.737.
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Efficiency Testing Summary
The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) independently tested the SkyTrough® parabolic trough collector to
determine its thermal efficiency (η) as a function of operating
temperature. The thermal efficiency is the proportion of incident radiation that the SkyTrough® turns into useful heat, and
is calculated as solar energy captured less heat lost from the
receiver:

The optical efficiency (η 0 ) is the ratio of the thermal energy
collected to the total solar energy striking the concentrator
during operation at ambient temperature, and was measured
to be 0.773 for a SkyTrough® module at NREL’s Optical Efficiency Test Loop in Golden, Colorado. Mirror reflectance,
concentrator accuracy, receiver alignment to the focal line of
the trough, transmittance of the receiver’s insulating glass
sleeve, and receiver absorptance all affect optical efficiency.
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In a separate test at NREL’s Parabolic Trough Receiver Heat
Loss Test Stand, researchers measured the heat loss from
SkyTrough’s Schott PTR80 receiver at various heat transfer
fluid temperatures between 25 and 500 °C.
Combining the optical efficiency result with the receiver heat
loss results, thermal efficiency is plotted versus heat transfer
fluid temperature, demonstrating that the SkyTrough® has a
thermal efficiency of 0.737 at 350 °C.
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